Abstract-Pitch is one of the most important parameters to describe the speech characteristics. The paper proposed a new pitch detection algorithm for ultra-low-bit-rate vocoder based on dynamic programming as well as frequency-time domain analysis to eliminate the multi-half pitch errors. The algorithm detected the candidate pitches based on auto correlation function firstly and then utilized the dynamic programming and frequency-time domain analysis to get the final pitch. Simulation result showed that the algorithm had a better performance and could eliminate the multi-half pitch errors efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
Speech communication is among the most important interfaces between human. In recent years, the speech coding rate become lower and lower. Speech coding algorithms with rate below 2.4kbps, which are also called ultra-low-bit-rate speech coding algorithms, become one of the most important research topics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . And many speech coding models were proposed, such as mixed excitation linear prediction (MELP) model, multi-band excitation (MBE) model, sinusoidal transform coding (STC) and waveform interpolation (WI). As Figure1 to Figure4 show, in these algorithms, pitch is among the most important parameters in the final quality of the synthetic speech. Many pitch extraction algorithms have been proposed because of its importance [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, these algorithms have some limitations because of some difficulties: the harmonic structure of speech signal varies widely; the head as well as end of a voiced period is difficult to judge; the pitch could change seriously some time itself. To overcome these problems, the paper proposes a new algorithm based on dynamic programming as well as frequency-time domain analysis. Experiments show that method could greatly improves the hearing quality of synthetic speech .
II. THE NEW PITCH DETECTION ALGORITHM
The bit number for pitch quantization in ultra-low-bitrate speech coding algorithms is limited, so the integer pitch is detected in this algorithm instead of fraction pitch. So the computation cost would be reduced while the speech quality wouldn't be influenced too much.
In the algorithm, the frame length is 20ms and the sample rate is 8 KHz. The speech frame firstly passes through a low-ass filter whose cut frequency is 800Hz to remove the influence on pitch detection by high frequency signal. Because of the interacts between the glottis and track, the formant would affect the pitch detection. It's required to smooth the speech spectrum before pitch detection. In order to do this, the algorithm then imposes a two order linear predictive inverse filter on the speech signal. The final signal we got was referred to as 
A. Frequency-time domain analysis
Suppose that the auto correlation function of j s is ( ) r i , then the peak value ( ) p i would be detected firstly, which satisfies the condition as follows:
r i s t r i r i r i r i p i else
The array ( ) p i would be used to detect the candidate pitches. To avoid the multi-half pitch error, some correction would be done firstly.
The value ( ) p j would be revised. The index j should be a value between 20 and 40 which could be obtained by divide the index i by k , where k belongs to the close zone [2, 8] . The revise should be as follows:
We get the value thr through steps as follows: The revise of ( ) p i should be as follows:
Where, l p is the pitch of the last frame and l u is the unvoiced/voiced flag of last frame. l u is determined as follows:
B. Dynamic Programming
The algorithm utilizes the dynamic programming to smooth the pitch parameter. The five max values in array P would be reserved, as Figure 5 shows. In order to get the pitch of the current frame, two future frames as well as one last frame would be considered. The candidate pitch of the current frame and future frame would be less than five, supposed as 
Where, c is the weight coefficient. The cost function between the adjacent pitch ( ) ( ) l P i and
The dynamic programming aims at finding a pitch path that has the least cost among all possible paths. The pitch of the current frame in this path is then determined as the real pitch. The details of this dynamic programming could be referred to as reference [6] .
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The new algorithm is tested by a database including male as well as female speech. The algorithm LI proposed in his thesis for master degree was compared to because it is also designed for ultra-low-bit-rate speech coding algorithms [12] . We compare our algorithm with the algorithm proposed by LI.
The speech coding rate of the test algorithm is 600bps based on MELP. In the algorithm, the analysis frame length is 20ms and 6 frames are packed into one super-frame. The parameter quantization is based on the super-frame, so the bit number to quantize the all parameters is 72 . The bit allocation was shown in Table 1 . In the test, it could be seen that some pitch detection errors which occurs in his algorithm were corrected in our algorithm. For example, a pitch-double error in the old algorithm was corrected in the new algorithm. The original signal is "GUO LI DE JI YU" spoken by a male in Chinese. Clearly, the old algorithm brings a pitch detection error in front of the signal while the new algorithm eliminates it, as the Fig 6 to Fig 8 showed. This could improve the hearing quality of synthetic speech with subjective listening greatly. We also test the mean opinion score (MOS) of the synthetic speech produced by both 600bps algorithms using the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) tool P.862. The MOS of the old algorithm is 2.579 and ours is 2.582.
